Objective To address the question: does non-convulsive status epilepticus warrant the same aggressive treatment as convulsive status epilepticus? Methods We used a decision model to evaluate the risks and benefits of treating non-convulsive status epilepticus with intravenous anesthetics and ICU-level aggressive care. We investigated how the decision to use aggressive versus non-aggressive management for non-convulsive status epilepticus impacts expected patient outcome for four etiologies: absence epilepsy, discontinued antiepileptic drugs, intraparenchymal hemorrhage, and hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy. Each etiology was defined by distinct values for five key parameters: baseline mortality rate of the inciting etiology; efficacy of non-aggressive treatment in gaining control of seizures; the relative contribution of seizures to overall mortality; the degree of excess disability expected in the case of delayed seizure control; and the mortality risk of aggressive treatment. Results Non-aggressive treatment was favored for etiologies with low morbidity and mortality such as absence epilepsy and discontinued antiepileptic drugs. The risk of aggressive treatment was only warranted in etiologies where there was significant risk of seizure-induced neurologic damage. In the case of post-anoxic status epilepticus, expected outcomes were poor regardless of the treatment chosen. The favored strategy in each case was determined by strong interactions of all five model parameters. Conclusions Determination of the optimal management approach to non-convulsive status epilepticus is complex and is ultimately determined by the inciting etiology.
Introduction
The equation that has not yet been calculated is whether the small incidence of permanent cognitive side effects constitutes a greater morbidity than the small incidence of respiratory suppression, hypotension, cardiac dysrhythmia, or even deaths which have followed the use of intravenous antiseizure medications [1] .
Non-convulsive status epilepticus (NCSE) is an important consideration in the neurologic patient with impaired consciousness, yet the optimal approach to treatment remains a matter of debate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . By comparison, there is general agreement that refractory convulsive status epilepticus should be managed by aggressive measures, including intubation and high-dose intravenous anesthetic medications. The uncertainty surrounding management of NCSE involves several key clinical variables, including the morbidity and mortality expected from the inciting condition; the relative contributions of underlying etiology versus NCSE itself to the overall morbidity and mortality; the spectrum of electrographic patterns of NCSE and their differing potential to cause or exacerbate brain injury; the risks associated with aggressive ICU-level management (which interact with general medical health and age); and factors associated with non-aggressive approaches such as delayed diagnosis and/or resolution of NCSE.
To investigate the interplay of factors influencing NCSE management decisions, we develop a decision tree for the problem. We apply this model to four neurologic conditions commonly complicated by NCSE and known for having distinct clinical profiles in terms of treatment response, morbidity, and mortality [7, 8] : absence epilepsy, antiseizuremedication non-compliance, intraparenchymal hemorrhage (IPH), and hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy. Where published data are available, we use these data to set model parameters. Where data are lacking, we perform sensitivity analyses over a range of values to determine which values favor aggressive versus non-aggressive treatment. This analytic approach provides a practical framework in which to consider NCSE management strategies and highlights areas in critical need of further research.
Methods

Decision Model Structure
The model considers two treatment strategies for NCSE: (1) aggressive treatment, including admission to an intensive care unit (ICU), endotracheal intubation (if not already performed), and induction of pharmacological coma with close clinical and physiologic monitoring; and (2) nonaggressive treatment, limited to non-sedating anticonvulsants without specified admission to an ICU and without intubation or ventilation for the express purpose of achieving anesthetic levels that facilitate electrographic burst suppression. Aggressive treatment is assumed to immediately suppress seizure activity, whereas non-aggressive treatment incurs a longer duration of NCSE. Conceptually, the decision between aggressive and non-aggressive treatment occurs after 30 min of attempting to control NCSE with first-line non-sedating antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). Outcomes are expressed in terms of quality of life (QOL) based on long-term neurologic disability (see below). With the hypothesis that the marginal benefit of aggressive management would vary in a disease-specific manner, we separately considered four different etiologies for NCSE with distinct clinical characteristics: hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE), IPH, discontinuation of antiepileptic drugs (dAED), and absence epilepsy. 3-month functional outcomes are presumed, a sufficient duration to permit stable rates of mortality and functional outcome to emerge.
We considered five variables to incorporate in our model of NCSE management: (1) baseline mortality rate for specific etiologies of NCSE, (2) efficacy of non-aggressive treatment, (3) impact of etiology on outcome, (4) excess disability attributable to delayed seizure control, and (5) mortality risk of aggressive treatment. Note that these variables represent ''compound'' factors, in that each is intended to capture the influence of multiple factors that may differ from patient to patient. For example, the baseline mortality and functional outcome in IPH survivors depends on hemorrhage volume and location, age, and pre-IPH cognitive impairment [9] . Sensitivity analysis of these five variables affords case-by-case clinical judgment to interact with the formal modeling presented here. Although we derived our base-case assumptions from populationlevel parameter values, in practice these values may be refined (formally or informally) based on patient-specific factors and clinical experience [9, 10] . Table 1 lists the values of these variables for the base-cases. The justification for these variable choices and their chosen values are given in the next section. A qualitative description of the relationships between model variables is provided in Fig. 1B .
Review of the Data and Choice of Model Parameters
Baseline Mortality Rates for Specific Etiologies of NCSE Age, medical comorbidities, and duration of NCSE are important determinants of mortality in all forms of status epilepticus. While the inciting etiology is believed to play the dominant role [7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , overall mortality for each etiology reflects complex interactions between these factors [10, 17] . Baseline mortality rates in our model were adopted from published reports in which each base-case etiology was complicated by NCSE, as follows: ASE produces minimal if any long-term morbidity or mortality [18] [19] [20] , thus we assumed a baseline mortality of <1 %. Baseline mortality for dAED was assumed to be 10 % [13] , and for IPH complicated by NCSE, 30 % [21] . Prognosis for postanoxic status epilepticus (PSE) (with or without myoclonus) is generally poor; we assumed a baseline mortality of 90 % [22] [23] [24] . In the model, these values are taken as estimates of typical overall mortality in the absence of effective seizure treatment. However, expected mortality rates vary greatly in individual cases depending on case severity, e.g., mortality can exceed 90 % for large volume IPH [9, 25] . The effects of variation in baseline mortality rates are addressed by sensitivity analysis of the baseline mortality risk.
Baseline Functional Outcomes
As with mortality, our model assumes distinct distributions of outcomes in the absence of effective treatment for distinct etiologies. We classified outcomes by means of Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS) [26, 27] , and assigned each of these a corresponding QOL using health state values from previously published decision analyses [28] [29] [30] , as follows: GOS = 3 (functional dependence) was assigned QOL = 0.11; GOS = 4 (functional independence) was assigned QOL = 0.75; and GOS = 5 (good recovery without significant long-term disability) was assigned QOL = 1. Justifications for the distributions adopted for each etiology considered in our model are given below.
Absence status epilepticus (ASE), typified by spells in which patients exhibit a ''trancelike'' state with decreased/ slowed responses [18, 19] , and variable motor manifestations (e.g., myoclonus, rhythmic eyelid blinking, or quivering of the lips and face [18] ), is generally considered to cause little if any lasting cognitive deficits [1, 18, 31] , possibly because the key mechanism of epileptic activity is not excitotoxic [32, 33] . For example, patients with prolonged ASE have been reported in a duration exceeding 9 years without apparent neurocognitive sequelae [34] . Moreover, the inciting factors for ASE are relatively benign and typically reversible, e.g. menstruation, missed doses of medication, hypoglycemia, hyperventilation, flashing or bright lights, sleep deprivation, excessive physical exertion, or emotional stress [18, 35] . Accordingly, we assumed 100 % of survivors achieve a QOL = 1.
Similarly, we assumed 100 % good outcomes and 0 % with moderate or severe disability as the baseline outcome distribution of NCSE due to AED discontinuation (dAED) (i.e., in the case of rapid control of NCSE); in other words, we assume that the inciting factor in this situation is generally benign, and that any long-term morbidity among survivors is due to delayed seizure control. For IPH, we assumed a distribution of no, moderate, or severe long-term disability of 44, 30, and 26 %, respectively, based on published data [28] , though outcome expectations may be refined based on individual case features (e.g., hemorrhage size). Finally, for PSE, based on a recent series of 111 patients with postanoxic coma with NCSE, we assumed a baseline outcome distribution of 16, 42, and 42 %, where the ordering is as above. % (no, moderate, or severe longterm disability) [78] .
Contributions of NCSE to Mortality and Morbidity ASE generally leads to no detectable morbidity or mortality [18-20, 31, 35] . By contrast, symptomatic nonconvulsive seizures and NCSE (e.g., after IPH, anoxia, missed AEDs, etc.) are associated with high mortality rates, approaching 70 %; [36] . Hospital stays are longer, and most survivors show significant deterioration on functional Weighting Table 1 . (a) The expected mortality for each inciting etiology when complicated by NCSE is divided into contributions from the inciting etiology and NCSE. Neither of the treatment options reduces mortality due to etiology. Non-aggressive treatment is assumed to reduce, but not abolish mortality due to NCSE, while aggressive treatment abolishes mortality due to NCSE while introducing mortality due to aggressive treatment. (b) Long-term neurologic disability among survivors is divided into classes of mild/no disability, moderate disability, and severe disability with the initial distribution among disability classes determined by inciting etiology of NCSE. The disability distribution among survivors of aggressive treatment is unchanged (i.e., we assume that aggressive treatment rapidly abolishes NCSE, hence there is no added morbidity due to prolonged seizure activity), while the outcomes among survivors of non-aggressive treatment are shifted toward more severe levels of disability due to deleterious effects of delayed control of NCSE. Whether aggressive versus non-aggressive treatment is optimal in any given case depends on the magnitudes of and interactions between these effects Neurocrit Care (2013) 18:216-227 219 outcome measures; [37] one study estimated that only 20 % had returned to baseline function at discharge [23] .
The association of NCSE with increased morbidity and mortality persists after controlling for age, etiology, neurologic exam, and organ dysfunction [38] [39] [40] [41] . Delayed diagnosis and prolonged duration of NCSE are linked with higher morbidity and mortality [11] . Existing data [13, 42, 43] suggest mortality rates of 3, 19, and 32 % for seizures lasting <30, 30-60 min, and 1-6 h, respectively, and a logarithmic increase in mortality up to 6 h thereafter, though once NCSE continues beyond 6 h its duration may become a weaker predictor of outcome [15, 44] . Convulsive and non-convulsive status epilepticus appear to act synergistically with acute brain pathology to produce worse outcomes in diverse forms of neurologic critical illness including stroke [45] , IPH [46] , subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) [47] , and TBI [48] . Finally, much indirect evidence supports the hypothesis that NCSE may damage the brain, including cerebral microdialysis studies showing associations with NCSE and increased glutamate, glycerol, and lactate-pyruvate ratio; [49] increased neuronspecific enolase; [50, 51] increased intracranial pressure during non-convulsive seizures; [51] increased midline shift after IPH; [46] and the development of ipsilateral hippocampal and neocortical atrophy when seizures complicate traumatic brain injury (TBI) [52] . Many clinicians have concluded from this cumulative evidence that treating seizure and NCSE quickly and effectively may lead to better outcomes, and for these reasons advocate aggressive treatment [3, 53, 54] . Nevertheless, the degree to which NCSE independently causes morbidity and mortality beyond that expected from the inciting etiology is unknown and controversial [1, 4, 5, 54, 55] and likely varies with etiology, electrographic seizure pattern [2] , and seizure duration [13] . For our model, we assumed that each etiology has a baseline mortality rate (see above), to which the underlying etiology and NCSE makes the following relative contributions. For ASE and dAED, we assumed that the inciting factor (e.g., missed medication doses, menstruation, emotional stress, etc.) played a relatively small role, and that NCSE played the dominant role in determining mortality; specifically, we assumed a tenfold greater contribution of NCSE to overall (untreated) mortality. Conversely, for IPH and PSE, we assumed that etiology played a tenfold greater role than NCSE. Sensitivity analysis was used to explore the implications of varying these values.
Generically, morbidity of prolonged seizures in survivors is assumed to depend on a combination of the underlying electrographic pattern reflecting different severities of NCSE [2] and the time taken to achieve seizure control [11, 13] . A convenient overall measure that implicitly combines both factors is the percentage of patients who suffer at least a 1-point drop on the GOS [26, 27] , as suggested by Claassen et al. [56] . In the absence of etiology-specific data regarding these statistics, we assumed for our base-cases the following clinically plausible values for percent of patients with C1 point drop of GOS, and explored the consequences of deviations away from these values via sensitivity analyses: for ASE, 1 %; and for AED discontinuation, IPH, and PSE, 20 %. Note that these values denote the proportion of patients who acquire additional disability as a result of prolonged NCSE beyond the distribution of disability already expected from the underlying inciting etiology. For details, see Supplemental Methods.
Efficacy of Aggressive and Non-Aggressive Treatment
Our model assumes that in the absence of disease-related or treatment-related mortality, aggressive treatment with induction of burst suppression is 100 % effective, while non-aggressive management leads to a delay in seizure control and thereby incurs some additional mortality, the degree of which varies by etiology. ASE typically rapidly and completely resolves with low-dose benzodiazepine therapy given as intravenous, oral, buccal, or rectal bolus doses (e.g., diazepam, clonazepam, or lorazepam) [18, 35] , or by intravenous valproate [18] ; thus, we assume that the efficacy of treatment in preventing (the already small) mortality due to absence status epilepticus is 99 % (see Supplemental Methods for further details). In the absence of definitive data, based on the clinical experience, we assume the following plausible efficacy values for nonaggressive treatment of NCSE: in discontinuation of AEDs, 70 %; in IPH, 25 %; and in PSE, 10 %. The effects of these assumptions are investigated by sensitivity analysis.
Mortality Risks of Aggressive Management
Despite intensive efforts to minimize iatrogenesis, aggressive ICU-level medical care is fraught with potential complications, including ventilator-associated pneumonia, catheter-associated bloodstream infections, and other hospital-acquired infections [57] , acute lung injury, and delirium [58] , and is separately subject to withdrawal of care as a self-fulfilling prophecy based on patient or family preference [59] . Prolonged immobilization and deep sedation places patients at risk for ICU-acquired neuropathy and myopathy, deep vein thrombosis, and long-term neuropsychiatric disability [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . ICU patients are vulnerable to increased medical errors because of underlying comorbidities and because of the complexity and highly technical nature of modern ICU care [66] [67] [68] . Patients undergoing aggressive treatment for NCSE are uniquely exposed to the risks of high-dose anesthetic drugs used to induce burst suppression. Barbiturate anesthetics (e.g., pentobarbital and thiopental) have long elimination half lives and may accumulate, leading to prolonged ventilation times [69] [70] [71] and impaired immune function [72] . Hypotension complicates the use of all anesthetics used for refractory status epilepticus [73, 74] . All of these factors may substantially increase hospitalization duration, morbidity, and mortality [75] .
The likelihood that exposure to aggressive ICU-level medical will directly lead to death varies widely among patients, depending on age (the elderly are more vulnerable) and underlying medical comorbidities [76, 77] . Although clinicians routinely make subjective assessments regarding patients' chances of tolerating aggressive care, no generally applicable objective risk assessment tool exists for this setting. For our base-case analyses, we assumed a 20 % risk of death as a result of ICU admission, representing a ''highrisk'' scenario, and performed sensitivity analysis to explore the implications of higher and lower levels of ICU mortality risk.
Results
Base-Case Results and One-Way Sensitivity Analyses
Base-case analyses were conducted separately for patients with either absence epilepsy, discontinuation of antiseizure medication (dAED), IPH, or PSE as the inciting etiology of NCSE, where each case is characterized by clinical parameters in Table 1 , and each case was subjected to 1-way sensitivity analysis for each of the five parameters ( Fig. 2; Table 2 ).
For ASE, non-aggressive treatment is favored by a wide margin, and only under extreme and unrealistic assumptions (i.e., when aggressive treatment carries no risk or Fig. 2 One-way sensitivity analysis. From top to bottom, the etiology progresses from least to most severe: absence epilepsy (Absence), discontinued antiepileptic drugs (dEAD), intraparenchymal hemorrhage (IPH), and hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy (HIE). Across the columns, the parameter which is varied changes, from left to right: baseline mortality, efficacy of non-aggressive treatment, impact of etiology, disability due to delay and mortality of aggressive treatment. delay leads to a high proportion of patients with functional disability) does the optimal treatment method switch to aggressive treatment. For NCSE due to discontinuation of anti-seizure medication, non-aggressive treatment is also favored over most parameter values. Aggressive treatment is preferred if baseline mortality increases, if seizure activity becomes more damaging or persistent, or if the risk associated with aggressive treatment substantially decreases. For IPH, aggressive treatment is favored for most of the parameter space though the preference is modest and subject to change with modest changes in model parameters. For example, non-aggressive treatment might still be preferred for IPH if the patient is particularly fragile and unlikely to survive aggressive management, or if the functional disability incurred by delayed seizure control is substantially lower, as might be the case for less malignant appearing EEG patterns which either cause minimal neurological damage or are rapidly controllable with nonaggressive treatment. For HIE, aggressive treatment is favored by a narrow margin. However, expected outcomes for these patients are uniformly poor regardless of which treatment is chosen because of the high baseline morbidity and mortality. This slight preference switches slightly in favor of non-aggressive treatment if baseline mortality decreases substantially, the mortality risk of aggressive treatment increases, or the efficacy of non-aggressive treatment substantially increases.
Regarding the general trends in response to parameter variation across etiologies, we make the following observations. First, QOL outcomes decline as expected with either management strategy when baseline mortality increases; however, the steepness of the QOL versus baseline mortality curves is uniquely modulated by the remaining variables. For example, the slope is shallow for ASE because both aggressive and non-aggressive treatment strategies are assumed effective. Second, outcomes associated with non-aggressive treatment improve as the efficacy of non-aggressive management options increases; however, the overall impact varies. For example, varying treatment efficacy has minimal impact on ultimate outcome in cases of ASE because mortality and long-term disability costs of delayed seizure control are assumed to be negligible. Increased treatment efficacy similarly has minimal impact in PSE, but here the reason is that even highly effective treatments have minimal impact because NCSE is assumed to play a minor role in determining mortality compared to the inciting etiology. Third, increasing the relative contribution of NCSE to baseline mortality tends to favor aggressive management, but again, the impact of such variation depends on the other model parameters. When the impact of etiology is low or, equivalently, when NCSE is the primary driver of mortality, stopping seizures rapidly may be worth the added risk of mortality from aggressive treatment, whereas when etiology plays a dominant role the risk of aggressive treatment outweighs the benefits of rapid seizure termination. Fourth, outcomes associated with non-aggressive treatment decrease for all etiologies as the risk of disability incurred by delayed seizure control increases, and consequently for each etiology a crossover point exists beyond which aggressive treatment becomes the preferred treatment modality (though in some cases, such as absence status epilepticus, this point is well outside the plausible clinical range). Finally, outcomes associated with aggressive treatment deteriorate as the mortality risk of aggressive treatment increases. This suggests that aggressive treatment should be avoided in fragile patients at high risk for harm. The difference in expected outcome with high-risk aggressive treatment versus non-aggressive treatment widens when outcome expected with non-aggressive management is good, as in ASE and dAED. For cases with high baseline mortality, such as IPH and especially PSE, the impact of treatment approach to NCSE on ultimate outcome is relatively small. Two-Way Sensitivity Analyses Two-way sensitivity analyses were performed on select pairs of variables to gain further insights into optimal NCSE management (Fig. 3) .
Disability due to Delay Versus Impact of Etiology
The degree of disability incurred by delayed seizure control with non-aggressive treatment has a straightforward influence on optimal management strategy: when the penalty for non-aggressive treatment is too great (e.g., seizures are particularly malignant or difficult to control), aggressive treatment becomes favored. The impact of changing the relative contributions of etiology or NCSE to mortality is more subtle, in that this parameter's influence depends on the overall expected mortality. In the case of ASE, mortality is negligible, thus varying the weighting of etiology versus NCSE in overall mortality has almost no impact. For etiologies with higher associated mortality, larger weightings of etiology favor non-aggressive treatment, while weightings tilted toward NCSE imply a larger opportunity for efficacious therapeutic intervention, thus favoring aggressive management.
Disability due to Delay Versus Efficacy of Non-Aggressive Treatment
As the risk of disability associated with delayed seizure control increases, aggressive treatment will eventually become favorable (white area in the plots). Improving the efficacy of non-aggressive treatment will increasingly favor non-aggressive treatment, but only in circumstances in which there is substantial risk associated with delayed resolution of NCSE. For example, in ASE, there is almost no risk of death and thus improved treatment efficacy does not influence the optimal management strategy. For etiologies with higher overall mortality, improving the efficacy of non-aggressive treatment sufficiently will eventually make it the optimal treatment strategy. Fig. 3 Two-way sensitivity analysis. From top to bottom, the etiologies progress from least to most severe: absence epilepsy (Absence), discontinued antiepileptic drugs (dEAD), intraparenchymal hemorrhage (IPH), hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy (HIE). Across the columns, the parameters that vary are, from left to right: Impact of etiology versus disability due to delay, efficacy of nonaggressive treatment versus disability due to delay, efficacy of nonaggressive treatment versus mortality of aggressive treatment, disability due to delay versus mortality of aggressive treatment and impact of etiology versus mortality of aggressive treatment. The gray space represents the parameter space where non-aggressive treatment is favored and the white space represents the parameter space where aggressive treatment is favored. Note that the two-way sensitivity analysis does not quantify the expected QOL, instead shows which treatment option has a higher expected QOL, meaning the relative sizes of gray and white regions in Fig. 3 do not indicate that aggressive or non-aggressive treatment is favored by a larger margin, but that it is favored over a wider range of the two varied parameters Neurocrit Care (2013) 18:216-227 223
Mortality of Aggressive Treatment Versus Efficacy of Non-Aggressive Treatment
The mortality associated with aggressive treatment has straightforward effects on the optimal management strategy. As patients become more susceptible to ICU complications, the mortality of aggressive treatment will increase, eventually favoring non-aggressive treatment (gray zone). Improved efficacy of non-aggressive choices also favors non-aggressive treatment. For ASE, nonaggressive treatment is favored almost universally, except where the risks of the ICU environment and efficacy of non-aggressive treatment are implausibly low. The dominance of non-aggressive treatment for this etiology suggests that any risk of aggressive treatment is unacceptable because of the benign nature of ASE. For other etiologies, as the morbidity associated with delayed control of NCSE increases, the parameter space which favors aggressive treatment increases (white region grows).
Mortality of Aggressive Treatment Versus Disability due to Delay
These plots illustrate the trade-offs between key risks associated with each treatment strategy. In the case of aggressive treatment, the primary risk involves ICU-related mortality; increasing the mortality risk of aggressive treatment favors non-aggressive management. For nonaggressive management, the primary risk is delayed control of seizures, which manifests as increased long-term functional disability. Increased disability associated with delayed seizure control during non-aggressive treatment favors aggressive treatment.
Mortality of Aggressive Treatment Versus Impact of Etiology
This two-way sensitivity analysis again demonstrates that essentially no degree of risk is sufficiently small to favor aggressive management of ASE. The inciting factors behind episodes of ASE do not supply enough risk of morbidity and mortality to warrant the risks of aggressive treatment. As more severe etiologies expose patients to greater risks of morbidity and mortality, aggressive treatment becomes favored over a larger parameter space since aggressive management is assumed to be the most effective in eliminating the morbidity and mortality incurred by ongoing NCSE. Aggressive treatment is especially favored when NCSE (over etiology) is a major driver of overall mortality.
Discussion
The Value of Decision Modeling for NCSE Management
We applied the principles of decision analysis to model a difficult clinical problem facing physicians managing patients with NCSE. Our analysis illuminates the decision by providing a framework in which data from the current medical literature regarding the various competing risks and benefits associated with aggressive treatment of NCSE are synthesized and weighed against each other in a coherent fashion. Our analysis shows that the decision to elect for aggressive care should be driven primarily by etiological factors, rather than the mere presence of NCSE alone.
We demonstrated that sensitivity analysis has strong utility in modeling the interactions of these multiple risks to make logical and pragmatic decisions for individual patients, even when the confidence of each parameter is imperfect. Our analysis shows that in specific circumstances, a benign etiology of NCSE may dictate that aggressive treatment is unwarranted, while for other etiologies, the prognosis may be sufficiently intermediate such that aggressive management can offer net benefit.
Clinicians must and do make subjective risk estimates as a matter of routine. Accordingly, we advocate that clinicians reckon with the complexity of NCSE by transforming the dialog about whether to treat NCSE aggressively into a conversation about when to treat aggressively. Our model provides a systematic approach to making pragmatic patient-specific assessments by quantifying QOL outcomes across a range of plausible parameter values, enabling decisions which are tailored to patient-specific factors assembled from the clinical literature.
A Multifactorial Decision Framework is Essential
An important implication of our analysis is that no single variable determines the optimal management of NCSE. In some cases, NCSE can be the driving force behind morbidity and mortality, but in other cases it may be an epiphenomenon. In the latter setting, tolerance for aggressiveness treatment risk is driven by the fragility of the patient and inciting etiology. None of the five variables we isolated as essential to the understanding of NCSE management decisions commands complete control of the model. Instead, all five variables contribute significantly to patient outcome and accounting for all of them is essential to choosing the best management approach to particular cases of NCSE.
The Importance of Etiology Our model utilizes five variables to predict the optimal treatment for NCSE, and these variables are determined by the inciting etiology of NCSE. This suggests that understanding etiology-specific risks in relation to NCSE is crucial to defining optimal individualized management. This perspective emphasizes the importance of considering clinical context rather than focusing on electrophysiologic findings alone, particularly when the relative implication of specific EEG patterns is not precisely known.
Limitations and Future Directions
The main strength of our model is that it identifies, relates, and weighs the key determinants of NCSE treatment outcomes in a manner which also allows clinical judgment to inform the process. Nevertheless, adequate quantitative knowledge of several key values in the model is lacking in the medical literature. For example, while the risks of intubation and general anesthesia are well studied in a surgical context, their impact on morbidity and mortality when used for extended periods in conjunction with prolonged ICU care remains uncertain. More generally, while our analysis has attempted to determine the optimal decision at a population level based on the best available parameter estimates from the current literature, the optimal decision in clinical practice will often depend on individual patient factors which are difficult to quantify. This uncertainty is in part addressed by our sensitivity analyses, which provide a mechanism for clinician judgment and patient-specific considerations to provide flexible implementations of our model. It is important to recognize that in some cases the optimal decision may switch within the range of parameter uncertainty (see Fig. 2 ). This fact not only emphasizes the continued importance of patient-specific clinical judgment but also highlights the need in critical care for improved tools to tailor risk and benefit estimates to individual patients. Examples of progress along these lines include the recently developed Status Epilepticus Severity Score (STESS) developed by Rossetti et al. [10] and the FUNC score for predicting outcomes in IPH developed by Rost et al. [9] .
Implications for Practice
Should non-intubated patients with NCSE be rapidly and aggressively treated with intubation and high-dose anesthetics, or managed less urgently with less powerful drugs, even when delays in achieving seizure control might incur brain damage? A key conclusion of our analysis is that this decision is fundamentally complex. No single, simple management algorithm (e.g., ''NCSE ? intubate and burst suppress'') is tenable. In our view, the downsides of aggressive NCSE management are not as widely appreciated as they should be and it was partly in response to what we view as tendencies in the recent literature toward oversimplification of management that we undertook the present study: (1) the tendency to emphasize the potential benefits and downplay the risks of aggressive seizure treatment; and (2) the tendency to view the debate regarding aggressive versus non-aggressive management of NCSE solely in terms of whether or not NCSE causes brain damage. In this work, we have shown that, even in cases where NCSE is likely to cause brain damage, aggressive treatment may yet confer greater overall risk. Appreciation of the complexity of management decisions in NCSE should help physicians taking care of patients in neuroICUs and neurology wards to resist the tendency to apply ''one-size-fits-all'' treatment algorithms, and to carefully seek in all cases the optimal risk-benefit balance. 
